In 2013, I was looking through the old card catalogue at the Media Commons in the University of Toronto's Robarts Library to see if I could scare up something unusual and exceptional for a course I was about to teach at Humber College on Canadian theatre history. Soon, I had a librarian pulling an old VHS videotape out of a box in the backroom and literally blowing the dust off of it: A Conversation on the State of Canadian Theatre, a roughly hourlong panel discussion produced by the university's Instructional Media Centre in Scarborough in 1973. Featuring artistic directors Bill Glassco (Tarragon Theatre) and Paul Thompson (Theatre Passe Muraille), along with playwright Carol Bolt and her husband, actor David Bolt, with moderation by the young scholar Richard Plant, this promised to be a real find. Unfortunately, upon slipping the cassette into a player, I discovered that the first ten minutes or so had physically deteriorated to the extent that it was unwatchable-but that, thankfully, the rest of the recording was well preserved: a three-camera "live" studio shoot with five germinal figures from the heady flowering of Toronto's so-called alternative or alternate theatre movement, directed by John Barry, 1 and with the last twenty minutes given over to questions from a small audience.
After viewing it, I immediately contacted David Bolt, an old acting colleague I hadn't seen for over a decade, because I figured that he might really want to see this artifact of himself and Carol, who died in November 2000. He had no memory of the event but happily offered to digitize the tape. I handed it off to him, and three days later he returned with several copies on DVD. I downloaded the files and sent them off to Paul Thompson and to Glassco's daughter, Briony Glassco, also a friend. Briony posted the video on her Vimeo channel, where it has since been watched by hundreds of viewers.
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Aside from feeling chuffed, as a graduate student, at finding and saving this "lost" document of Canadian theatre history, I found the actual form and content of the recorded event to be enlightening and intriguing. Imagine the nerve nowadays of calling a panel discussion by five white, similarly aged, English-speaking theatre practitioners (four of them men) from Toronto "a conversation about the state of Canadian theatre"! Everything about the production spoke to a different age-from the panel constitution and topic, to the clothing and haircuts, to the groovy outro theme music-everything, that is, except the actual conversation. For me, and for many other viewers, the words, ideas, conflicts, and conundrums that were expressed by all the participants felt eerily relevant and contemporary.
Inspired by both the differences and commonalities I saw in this now historical document, I decided to create an event that would function as a kind of homage to the original, while still providing space for salient contemporary conversation. I organized an evening, through the Theatre Committee of the Centre for Drama, Theatre, and Performance Studies at the University of Toronto, at the Robert Gill Theatre on 28 October 2015. 
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extremely enthusiastic about participating, even though debilitating arthritis had kept him out of the theatre for a decade-died unexpectedly but peacefully at home in Toronto on 4 October, mere weeks before the event would take place. This occurrence impressed upon me how vital it was to revisit and pay tribute to the original proceeding. The once-dubbed Toronto Movement in theatre, so often equated with rebellious youth in the late sixties and early seventies, is now represented by aging, senior artists and, sadly, by absence. If there is to be a public re-engagement with the evolving observations and bygone memories of these individuals, many of whom find themselves semi-retired or underemployed, then it must happen now, it seemed to me.
When considering a replacement for David Bolt, I wanted to interrogate my own expectations and search for not only a talented actor but also a younger person who had extended her practice into producing and outreach, and who had virtually no cultural or historical ties to the practitioners of a preceding generation. I reached out to multidisciplinary theatre practitioner Bea Pizano; although she was already booked to pick up artists at Pearson International Airport that night for her company Aluna's CAMINOS festival later that evening, she immediately accepted the invitation.
What were my desires for the "redux" event? I'll admit that, first and foremost, I wanted to self-reflexively mirror it in form, as a practically nostalgic paean to the recorded original. Not a discursively rigorous goal, perhaps. Yet it seemed important to me to orchestrate things this way, so taken was I by the "out-of-time" sepia of the video document I had stumbled upon. My desire was decidedly recherché, if sincere. I realized, though, that any attempt to actually devise an authentic "conversation on the state of Canadian theatre," from my privileged perch, was chimerical at best and arrogant at worst. Assembling a culturally diverse group of panellists-in terms of gender, age, and ethnicity-was important. Call it "stealth nostalgia," but my longing was for a kind of productive recognition of ourselves across generations. Beyond what is written in books, what did we truly remember about these earlier times? I wondered how we might respond to a similar dialogic set-up today-would we recognize ourselves in our former struggles and achievements? What would an audience have to say about then, about now?
Remarkably, in retrospect, what I hadn't assessed well was the degree to which people would actually want to engage with the issue at hand: what was the state of Canadian theatre, and how might we even begin to define and delimit it? My objective had been for a fertile reminiscence, yet my yearning was naively reductive. I had developed questions for the panellists that loosely mirrored Plant's original queries, but I quickly abandoned them for more spontaneous and situated investigations. The "questions from the audience" section was one of the most enlivening aspects (as is often the case) of the original event, and so it proved to be in our contemporary version. A small irony, in light of this, was the unfortunate exigency of "running out of space" on our digital video recorder halfway through the audience participation portion of the evening. Certainly, it was only after "the tape ran out" that the conversation and back-and-forth interlocutions became particularly heated, and even divisive. (Jacob Zimmer points to this in his thoughtful contribution here.)
In the end, I believe that at least two essential concerns were teased out of the discussion-those of community and viability; concerns that both hearken back to the original panel's ruminations, and manifestly expand and even explode the discourse surrounding them. In 1973, there was an unquestioned and underlying sense that everyone onstage was participating in a cultural evolution-the aforementioned alternative/alternate theatre movement-that was legitimately representative of a "people's" social and historical emergence linked to, as it was then mistakenly termed, "indigenous Canadian identity" and community. The arguments regarding the authenticity and aesthetics of such a movement were pointed to and debated-Glassco's domestic dramas versus Thompson's collective creations, actor David Bolt's unshackling from the colonially approved Received Pronunciation of Britain, Carol Bolt's amazement at how Canadian place names in her scripts were celebrated by audiences-but the authoritativeness of their composite nationalism never felt misplaced. They were, it seemed at the time, speaking for a community. By the eighties, such totalizing notions of a nationally representative community were breaking down, and they have been thoroughly critiqued and problematized by such early scholars as Robert Wallace, Alan Filewod, Ric Knowles, and Amanda Hale and, in more recent decades, by writers and organizers such as Laura Levin, Kim Solga, M. NourbeSe Philip, Jill Carter, and Moynan King. It is, nevertheless, fair to acknowledge that throughout the sixties and seventies, Canadian theatre artists struggled mightily to build a community-of practitioners, critics, and spectators-that had germinated from the fecund atmosphere of "national pride and identity" that swirled through our political and cultural activities in the years immediately preceding and following the 1967 centennial celebrations. But for our contemporary panellists, and for many in the audience, such a surety of communal definition was not only unrecoverable but decidedly unwelcome. The notion of "speaking for a community" was hotly interrogated, and although responses were highly individuated, they fell along certain predictable lines, with artists struggling to articulate exactly why their work could not, and should not, be reduced to and sequestered by any kind of obvious and monolithic social and communitarian identity: Pizano to Latin America, Brewin to feminism, Small to youth, and Thompson (the returning veteran) to baby boomer ageism.
The question of viability was less contested, and depressingly less historically progressive in terms of defining our strengths and goals inside of Canadian theatre. If the original panellists sought to give expression to the growing pains of a flowering nationalist movement that was still struggling for audiences, funding, and continuity, the current participants wrestled with the now multigenerational institutionalization of such conundrums. Whether seen as the demonization and virtual exploitation of youth (Small), the neglect of under-represented social classes and communities (Brewin), the ghettoization and presumptive localizing of "new" Canadians (Pizano), or the dust-binning of senior artists (Thompson), the inability to secure reliable and responsive funding and production structures was a potent concern for all. Artist unions, arts councils, and arguably moribund theatre companies (and the real estate they're often chained to) all came in for their fair share of critique. Here, perhaps, the obstacles and disappointments of forty years ago were less reimagined or refuted than reiterated, though the players and models have changed rather radically.
From the ambitious advocacy for multiple voices and audiences established by Toronto theatre companies of the eighties, such as Buddies in Bad Times, Cahoots, Native Earth, and Nightwood, to the more recent provocative excellence of Obsidian, fu-GEN, Why Not, New Harlem, and others, equity through diversity has become the spark that ignites so much of our continuing practice.
I hope that the selected transcripts available here will give a sense of the scope of the discussion, limited in format as it was, and conspicuously designed as much in the spirit of nostalgia as aspiration. The weaving and intersectionality of the event proved to be more robust-critically, politically, ideologically-than I'd supposed it might be. And, in spite of an inevitable pull toward generational and historical considerations, it was also gladdening to witness and listen to exciting questions of form and aesthetics that continually seduce us and creep up between the lines. Paul: Yeah, well, no, we changed it, i.e. building a system to … assuming that there was going to be…in fact as I look at it I'd say that the really interesting in there was … maybe a belief that you could come up with a system that would service these theatres and make that happen-the interface with the audience-on a regular basis, and I look at it now and I laugh, because you know it's a complete lie, in our country it's a complete lie.
Jennifer: In English theatre, wouldn't you say?
Paul: No, our country as a whole. It's a complete lie.
[…]
Martin: I'd like to ask you, Bea, because a statement that you provided for our little website update for this event-we just asked you to speculate about your ruminations in terms of "have you seen this video, and being here this evening," and you said, "We are still talking about our lack of audiences and relevancies. It's incredible how little things have changed. What has changed dramatically, though, is the identity of Canadian theatre, but we have much catching up to do." And that was a theme in just this two-minute clip that we saw, with Paul and Bill, talking about the idea of identity […] .
Bea: Yeah, I found it very interesting, and I also-like we were working in a collective creation movement from the sixties in Colombia, where they were trying to free themselves from Europe and European theatre and find their own voice, and so it was very interesting watching that because I go VIEWS AND REVIEWS | Community, Viability: Theatre Past and Present city. I mean, I love this place. I think Toronto is a place with a lot of possibilities. Audiences? Yeah, you guys should have said you had lineups outside of the theatres because now it's a really difficult thing, but it's also that people in Toronto are changing, our audiences are changing, and I think relevance is very, very important, you know? Is theatre talking to any of these people who make this place their home? And so I think theatre will always deal with these issues, but I do think we are finding a new wave of identity, of trying to define what is Canadian theatre.
Martin: And do you feel, Bea, that the work you're doing with your company, and as an individual artist, that you are part of a history or lineage of Canadian theatre? Do you feel a link with that or, you know, a provocation from that, or a responsibility to that?
Bea: Oh, wow, you know, I only wanted to be an artist. Then I had to define myself culturally and put myself in all the boxes where the indication check goes, and now I am really done with that. At the same time, I realize that Sonia [Norris] was the first one who gave me a job as an actor in this city. Nobody would have somebody with an accent onstage, and still it doesn't happen. So that's why I created my own work, you know? I knew if I was, if I wanted to work, I had to create my own work.
Paul: You created your own work and administration in order to do that.
Bea: Yes, exactly, and so what happened is that everybody suddenly says, "So you have to develop a community of LatinCanadian theatre." I don't know why I'm on the list of the Colombians because Latin Americans don't come and see theatre, right? So, you know, I realize also that the communities are, here, newcomer communities; people who have no money, you know there's so, you cannot identify, say, a continent is one country, so the rivalries and the cultural differences that we bring from that continent are here and so you know, like, the Colombians and the Venezuelans say, "who the fuck is this …" oops, gesundheit!, "the heck-" no, no - we have to watch as artists because although the system is saying, "No, you don't have to do that!" the amount of work this tiny company has to put in those grants, to compete at any level, to be even, like, at any intern level, they expect us to have developed these communities, you know? And we're starting to go, "Whoa, dangerous for the artist." Because, I don't say I make Colombian theatre, I don't. I only work from the experience of a woman who for some reason-okay, I fell in love with a guy I ended up here the first time so, you know, that's why I came. I wasn't escaping anything that way, you know? [Laughter.] And they have decided that's my experience, and all of these things are thrown at me, these … you know, I came from comfort, you know, and now I'm working with refugees and people who are, you know, it was special, but it's very … Being defined in these "cultural boxes" that we have to define ourselves, can become very dangerous for an artist, because artists want to try and be a good artist, try to develop my voice as an artist. At the same time it's hard because my community was represented in Canada when we first had our international festival in 2012. I was able to present twelve artists from Toronto, emerging, representing sixty artists at this festival, which is just works-in-progress. So I go, "Wow, the community is growing." And it's exciting, but we're really the only company that's seeing them. And we have no money. I mean, we have a space so we can rehearse there, or we put the festival so they have a presented space, so … but we are very aware of how dangerous this can be for an artist, to get locked. And stop becoming a social worker and forget that! You're here to "art."
EXCERPT 2
Martin: Jennifer, I know that in your early career you worked in a lot a lot with young people, and have always, throughout your career you've always worked to reach out to diverse communities, and we talked about community, certainly, when you ran the Caravan Farm Theatre. I mean, you were living, literally, in a rural community and somehow tapping into a desire and a sensibility where, you know, literally hundreds of people a night, for weeks on end during the summer, come and see shows that are produced there, which is remarkable. But in many other ways you've reached out to communities that aren't necessarily represented in the polity. When you do something like The Public Servant, that you might want to talk about.
Jennifer: Yeah, it's -[…]
Trying to throw all those thoughts together at the same time, in responding to a couple of different things, but, umm … so creating work is … I try to access the community that it is going to be made for, and inspired by. And that's … so when you talk, Paul [Thompson] , about the administration for the organization, it's not just about the paperwork. It's about a framework of creativity that everyone can kind of get on board with and understand. And so I started out producing small independent theatre, and that model kind of took me to Caravan and was part of how we started to revive the company that was really beloved in the neighbourhood in Okanagan [Armstrong, BC] . The interesting thing about that place was that it was … new work was its lifeblood, and the audiences believed in the work, and the board of directors believed in the work, and they had a high tolerance for messy work. It wasn't perfect when we got out there: we made the plays, we wrote them in a year and put them on in a year, and we had a lot of resources around doing that. So that was a really interesting place to see where artists and audience got to be together without, without, really, juries and reviews and peers-bless our dear peer group, but we're not necessarily the best audience for each other. And so that was really exciting, and coming to Toronto, coming back to Toronto […] seven years ago, is an extraordinary place to work and there's magnificent people, but at the same time I've … it's so disorganized, not … like, there's so many organized people here and different funding models. The jury's like one thing, and our reviewers are another thing, and peers are another ctr 169 winter 2017
Community, Viability: Theatre Past and Present | VIEWS AND REVIEWS thing, and the audiences want something else, and you know [To Rosamund.] when you talk about your experience both at the-for where those emerging artists go to, well, the next step that I go to is-like I lay myself off every year with the company and anyone who runs small companies, including you, is the first one to go, "Okay, will I ever get it through my head?" Anyway, that's that story, but the, when I came to Toronto there was so much exciting stuff happening and I felt very strongly that I wanted to be in this community and work with the tremendous artists that were working here of all generations, but I didn't want to repeat what's already been done. I didn't want to step on toes of people who were creating incredible work already, and so that led me to Evergreen Brick Works to do a play outside. It led me to some degree to working on a collective creation about public servants, which was a weird match of idea and clown and bureaucrats-it was sort of an absurd combination. So community. I kind of got drawn to it here because I was both inspired by what was happening here and also found it a necessity to find a place that could, where work could flourish, so …
